
Date: February 12,  2022

Subject: Stargates, Special craft, Philadelphia Experiment, worm holes, and a crashed UFO in Mexico

To begin this report I would like to say that all the items in the subject line are not science
fiction but in fact part of unified field theory and scalar physics. So let us explore these things one at a
time.

 1 What was the “Philadelphia Experiment” ?  
 1.1 To say it simply and directly it was during World War 2 and it was (and still is) one of

the biggest secrets of World War 2 with 2 stated goals:
 1.1.1 Making the battleship “invisible” to people and to radar until the ship popped out

to attack then vanish again.
 1.1.2  The Goal of transporting a battleship between 2 points and to be invisible while

doing so. The goal was to create a worm hole big enough to push a battleship through.
The goal was to be able to move in seconds across the ocean to the position of the battle
and then be able to return home the same way thus increasing the available fire power
any place in the world and to resupply the ship quickly and send it back out

 1.2 What did the engineering team create? 
 1.2.1 They took a battleship and added many tons of electronics (to generate the Fields

in the coils), then the coils and more generators for electric power on the ship.

 1.2.2 Fundamentally they built a limited function "star gate" which could only move
along the surface of the earth. the idea was relatively complete except that the science
and engineering teams did not leave lots of extra head room in the power system as well
as in the coils to carry the power.

 1.3 So what actually happened ?
 1.3.1 The  experiment  started  as  planned  and  the  worm hole  opened  and  the  ship

became invisible as it started going through the worm hole. So far all was going well,
but after a few seconds passed.

 1.3.2  Some huge power surge's happened and the worm hole collapsed and some of
the people were stuck in the metal of the ship because movement through a wormhole
happens at different speeds depending if DNA type material or metal type material ( like
the ship) and because the transition through the worm hole was incomplete and the field
collapsed when the power surge blew out the power generating system what returned to
the starting point was the battleship with some of the people stuck in the middle of the
metal of the ship. literally some people had their legs on one side of a wall and the upper
part of their body stuck on the other side of 4 inch thick steel.

 1.3.3 In looking back at all available data it was not known at that time that passing the
object which created the worm hole through the worm hole itself would cause a need for
massive extra power during the time to pass through the worm hole.

 1.3.4 They did not try the experiment again for a while until they did further study
because of the gruesome accident which happened.



 1.3.5 The after the accident study in fact showed that there was a massive power surge
which occurred at the time that the ship had fully entered the worm hole. 

 1.3.6 After a long study of the data the equations were revised and a new test was
conducted in absolute secrecy. 

 1.3.7 This later experiment used the same power as the battleship but that gave extra
headroom  for  power  consumption.  The  test  used  a  much   smaller  boat  and  that
experiment worked.  The records of that experiment never went public and the results
never made public.

 1.3.8 The project was deemed both a success and a failure at the same time for the
following reasons. First the power and field generation required so much equipment due
to limits in electronics as well a base power generation that it was not deemed worthy of
creating a crash project to shrink the size of the electronics at that time.

 1.3.9 Because of all the extra secrecy lots of stories about the experiment sprang up.

 2 What makes the crashed UFO in Mexico so special ?

 2.1 It is one of the first known instances of a fallen angel craft which can go underwater, fly
in the air, go in space, and also travel through solid rock without making a tunnel first. And
it can also act like a high performance rock tunneling machine.

 2.2 How does this craft manage to do these things? The answer is this: It carries its own
“stargate”/wormhole generator onboard as well as power generation system which brings its
own terrawatt power creation system as part of the new type of craft.

 2.3 So I hear you asking how does it work ?
 2.3.1 The craft creates a magnetic field to contain the worm hole  and in the center of

the worm hole is the craft itself which does not touch the inner wall of the worm hole
wall. 

 2.3.2 This leaves 2 states in which the wormhole operates, the first is as a “bubble” so
that the craft can traverse through the rock and the rock then closes behind the craft just
like the craft had not passed by.

 2.3.3 The second state is when the wormhole operates as a hole which opens up the
rock in front of the craft and deposits the removed rock at the end of the worm hole
where the removed rocks pile up.

 2.4 Additionally the craft craft creates the “low gravity field so that it can travel through
water or air or space and remain “invisible” while doing so. This is the same as the other
craft which move around based on altering the gravity field around the craft and inside the
craft so that the gravity inside the craft, the gravity surrounding the craft and the gravity
outside the craft are all independent of each other. What does this allow to happen?

 2.4.1 The  craft  can  do  astounding  acceleration  and  stopping  as  well  a  sudden
directional shifts without harming the occupants of the craft simply by changing the



relative gravity levels inside the craft and just outside the craft and using the external
gravity as part of the craft propulsion. This is exactly why this type of craft is called a
“gravity well” craft.

 2.4.2 The “cloak of invisibility” is a managed plasma field which does photon steering.

 2.4.2.1  On the side the photon enters the field it is absorbed and steered to an
exit 180 degrees form its entrance.

 2.4.2.2 Upon exit the photon is traveling at the same energy level (color) and
direction that it entered with.

 2.4.2.3  Sometimes as the air density and conductivity change there will be a blue
glow emitted as photons exit with modified energy levels (this is how some UFO
sightings occur)

 2.4.2.4 The concept is  actually very simple to  understand but  in practical  use
requires delicate and rapid power management to keep things moving smoothly.

 3 What is the “secret” or magic behind a stargate or the “doorway of the gods” as the tribal people
express it ?
 3.1 To say it very simply a stargate is a “system” designed to create worm hole through

which matter (things and people) may pass so that a trip of inches or millions of miles occur
within seconds (like passing through a doorway)

 3.2 It does consume a large amount of power while the gate is “open” to keep the worm hole
focused and stable at both ends and in the middle.

 3.3 Depending on the fundamental type and conditions of the worm hole being created there
are variances in the behavior of different types of worm holes

I hope that this report was helpful to you in understanding the world and universe around you.
Please do not hesitate to ask questions.



BONUS  SECTION

This section is about the fallen angel power grid and how things are tied to it. So first lets look
at the power grid itself:

If we look carefully we observe that the power grid is very symmetrical around the planet and
all the power originates in Antarctica. The north south lines are the primary feed lines from the power
generation  sources.  The  east  west  lines  tend  to  follow some  magnetically  significant  paths  when
everything is combined here is what we discover:

 1 The Darker dots where major lines intersect are locations of both ancient stargate and modern
stargate activities as well as some sunken or buried cities. 

 2 At the slightly lesser intersections there are or were in ancient history stargates (doorways to the
gods) and cities.

 3 If  you look at  the modern  underground maps of  the  military  DUMBS (Deep Underground
Military BaseS) you will discover that they are all under one or more of the power grid lines.

 4 When we look at Native American Indian tribes and meso America and middle east and asian
areas we discover  that all  major  things are  located along the power grid lines.   This is  no
accident this is by design so that the fallen angels (gods) could display astounding power and
things to the ancient peoples and corrupt them to the ways of the fallen angels.

 5 This effort has carried forward to modern times even as people seek more and more dramatic
and new things to entertain their now empty minds.

YOU MUST ALWAYS BE AWARE WHAT IS GOING ON AROUND YOU EVEN IF
YOU DO NOT AGREE WITH IT. DO NOT JUST SHUT IT OUT AND PRETEND IT WILL
NOT AFFECT YOU, BECAUSE IT COULD AFFECT THE PEOPLE OF YOUR FAMILY AND
ALLOW EVIL TO ENTER BECAUSE YOU WERE TO BUSY OR TO STUBBORN TO BE
ALWAYS ALERT.




